Starfish daily story

Tuesday, 13 July
2021
With Miss Megha And Miss
Matisse

Exploring the room independently!
What a beautiful morning we had today ! Children were so excited to explore the room independently which shows their adaptability in the environment.
Amelia loved to pull out all the toys from the shelves while observing them
carefully while Hayley was happy to lie down on the squishy pillow and explore the toys.

Norah giggled when I handed over a shaker and took it from me. Then she
started shaking it and laughed at the sounds it made. Then she got engaged
in playing with the dollies.
Alina was really interested in the musical instruments today and loved to
investigate the different sounds of every instrument.
It was such a good play time where children expressed their interests and
explored them through different toys.
Learning outcomes: 1.1, 1.3, 2.2, 4.2, 5.1
Written by : Megha

Our Fine motor development— Stacking the rings !
Stacking rings helps children learn how to control their hands and fingers to hold and manipulate objects.
This morning I put some stacking rings stands on the mat and invited children to explore.
Children were very excited and started investigating the different colourful rings. I showed them how to
put them one by one on the stand and children tried to follow me. They used their hands and eye coordination to stack the rings one after another.
Amelia babbled “ba! ba!” after stacking the first ring as she was communicating with me. I said ,” well
done, Amelia!” and she giggled.

Children spent a good time in refining their fine motor skills while doing the activity.
Learning outcomes: 1.2, 2.2, 3.2, 4.1, 5.2
Written by : Megha

Free hand painting!
Today the babies had a go of free hand painting. Miss Matisse collected purple, pink, blue
and yellow paint for the starfish to use to
colour their paper. Alina decided she only
wanted her painting to be pink and purple.
While painting she continued to spread the
paint all over her hands to use them as well
as the paint brush. Amelia didn't know what
to think of the paint as Miss Matisse handed
the brush to her. After seeing Alina pushing
the paint brush down on the paper she continued to do the same squishing the paint
down on her paper. Norah loved feeling the
paint between her fingers making sure that
every time Miss Matisse handed the paint
brush to her to grab the end with all of the
paint then give Miss Matisse a massive grin.
Norah made sure to use all of the colours provided and ended up using her hands and fingers to spread the paint around her paper to
make a beautiful picture. What a fun day it
was exploring paint and the different colours.
Well Done Starfish!

Written by Miss Matisse

Spontaneous choices!
Spontaneous play was so much fun today, the babies all enjoyed playing with the rattle toys and
sitting in the ball pit with all the different coloured and sized balls. Amelia enjoyed being in the ball
pit playing and laughing to Miss Megha, she also loved playing with the rattle plate. Norah had fun
grabbing the balls from the basket and spreading them all over the floor before giving Miss Megha
a cheeky grin. Alina had fun in the ball pit as well as playing with the rattle plate shaking it all
over the place. For spontaneous play Hailey was happy to sit up on the pillow with a ring rattle in
her hand shaking it everywhere smiling and laughing while playing with it. What fun we all had today!
Written by Miss Matisse

Analysis of learning
Exploring interests
Independent learning
Developing interest for Art

Reflection of the day
Today was a day full of different experiences and learning where children
got a chance to refine their fine motor skills through painting or stacking
rings activities and also found interest in investigating different resources
around the room. It was a great day altogether for children’s learning!

